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ABSTRACT: Thermodynamics is the science of the interactions between energy and
matter. It was formalized in the late 19th century and remains an essential piece in solving
many technological challenges that society faces today. Yet, it is often considered complex
and challenging, perhaps because it is often taught within a rigid mathematical framework,
without highlighting the extensive range of applications and the tools that it offers for
understanding and elaborating a sustainable future. The authors of this paper have performed
an industrial survey (Kontogeorgis et al., Ind. Eng. Chem. Res., 2021, 60, 13, 4987-5013),
which pointed out that thermodynamics is indeed a cornerstone of many processes in a large
range of industries, but that as of today, many questions and needs remain unanswered. Some
missing answers are caused by a lack of knowledge of the existing tools (educational issue),
some by the unavailability of models, parameters or by the lack of transferability of the
concepts from one system to another. In other cases, simply, no generally accepted approach
exists, and fundamental research is required for understanding the phenomena. In all cases,
data are needed, either to understand, develop, or validate the models. Specific recent
examples of applied thermodynamics research relevant to industrial practice are discussed. This manuscript aims not only at
promoting research but also at encouraging highly trained professionals to engage in education, laboratory work, fundamental
developments, and/or model validation. Such professionals should find positions both in academia and in industry, as well as with
software vendors. Collaboration between academia, industry, and software vendors is essential in order to foster new developments
and serve the goals of sustainable development and circular economy.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Working Party (WP) on Thermodynamics and Transport
Properties (TTP) of the European Federation of Chemical
Engineering (EFCE) has recently published a review1 of the
industrial needs after having surveyed 37 industrial companies.
It is a follow up of a review published a decade earlier.2 The
objective of the recent paper1 was to summarize, as faithfully as
possible, the comments made by industry. It is a long and
detailed document, containing numerous and yet sometimes
conflicting suggestions. In view of this, some journal reviewers
have suggested that the authors should provide additional
expert opinion on important issues that are raised. The present
paper fulfills this request by first summarizing the main items
raised in the review and by proposing a concise vision of the
state of the art and of the main directions that we believe the
applied thermodynamics community should adopt in the
coming decade. In the analysis, we have relied not only on the
survey results, but also on various documents, including the
five symposium reports3−7 on the Industrial Use of
Thermodynamics, which are results of the Working Party
industrial task group.
The following important topics were raised in the survey:
• New fields of application: The global challenges related

to water, health, energy, and waste management open up

new needs. These may be related not only to the types of
mixtures (in particular bio-based molecules and electro-
lytes), but also to different properties that require
innovative and accurate tools. In particular, properties
under confinement and at interfaces or in the presence
of external fields as well as transport and non-
equilibrium phenomena require increased interest.

• Predictive modeling: An essential step in the industrial
applications of thermodynamics is the selection and
parameterization of an appropriate model in a process
simulator. This choice is however far from straightfor-
ward. The answer will depend on the scope of the
simulation task, the mixture at hand, the operating
conditions, and most importantly, the availability of data
for validation. Each of these issues should be further
investigated, but it appears that industry prefers to have
a ‘predictive’ approach that works accurately for a large
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range of conditions. Several such approaches are
discussed in the survey: PSRK-VTPR, SAFT and its
variants, and COSMO-RS/SAC models are the most
widely quoted, and an expert opinion on their strengths
and limitations is clearly needed.

• Data: Regardless of its predictive ability, any model must
be validated and parameterized using data. Databases do
exist, but no strategy exists to exploit them in a way that
would be beneficial to the community at large. Such a
strategy would need to consider: (1) evaluating the
quality of the existing data, (2) assessing the need for
new data and performing the relevant measurements,
and (3) making the data available in some convenient
and standardized form. Perhaps new tools using artificial
intelligence could help in this direction.

• Education and training: the expertise needed to develop
innovations require time and experts. Quality training is
therefore needed, not only at the diploma level, but also
at the level of continuing education. Industry needs
sufficiently trained thermo experts to maintain its
capacity to quickly adapt to the changing context. The
practicing engineer will increasingly need both the access
to a high-level expertise and the capacity to adapt to the
vocabulary and concepts of different disciplines. Novel
teaching methodologies do exist but must be evaluated
for relevance, keeping in mind that some thermody-
namic fundamentals do remain the same.

The present paper follows the above structure.

2. FIELDS OF APPLICATION
The first and probably most important issue to discuss is what
is applied thermodynamics good for? Our modern society faces
a multitude of grand challenges, and we believe that our
technical knowledge can help in the resolution of many of
them.
In response to the grand challenges the United Nations

defined and agreed to 17 Sustainable Development Goals (or

SDGs) aiming at creating a better world by 2030, by ending
poverty, fighting inequality, and addressing the urgency of
climate change, among others.8 The full list of SDGs is shown
in Figure 1. World-wide substantive attention is addressed to
these SDGs and their related thematic issues, including water,
energy, climate, oceans, urbanization, transport, science and
technology.9

As stated by the American Chemical Society (ACS),
“chemistry plays an essential role in helping society achieve
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The chemistry
enterprise has a broad reach into technology, the economy,
and human health, and there are already many ways chemists
are working to support global sustainable development.”10

More specifically, ACS identified seven priority SDGs where
chemistry and chemical technology can and should play an
important role in achieving them. They are listed in Table 1.
From these SDGs and the illustrated example cases, one could
extract a number of overarching challenges where applied
thermodynamics plays a crucial role. In our attempt, we have
arrived at the following list of important topics:

• Energy efficiency, energy conversion, and energy carriers
Human developments have always required energy.

Yet, since the beginning of the industrial revolution, the
energy consumption per capita has increased up to the
point that it endangers the future of the planet. Three
types of actions can be taken to reduce our human
energy footprint: the first is reduce the use; the second is
improve the use; and the third is search for alternative,
sustainable resources. While the first implies a change of
lifestyle, the second and third types of action will require
engineering solutions. The second, improved use of
resources (meaning use less for the same result), is a
topic for which thermodynamic concepts are extremely
well designed: it defines the upper limit of what is
feasible in terms of work delivery of various processes.
The concept of exergy, or energy quality, has been
developed using these principles.5,11,12 This concept is

Figure 1. UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).9
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now used in some Swiss cantons to deliver authorization
for new systems or tools.13 It is also used for Life Cycle
Analysis.14

One of the important challenges encountered in
energy management today is energy storage. Yet, as
such, energy cannot be stored; storage means in fact
converting the energy in a thermal, mechanical,
electrochemical, or chemical product that can be
retrieved with the least possible loss.15 The choice
depends on many local and use-related criteria, but in all
cases, a thermodynamic analysis is required to identify
the feasible solutions. The long-term viability of the
hydrogen economy, for example, should be challenged
by the large amount of energy required to produce this
high energy-containing molecule. Similarly, the use of
CO2 as low energy carbon source can be challenged
from an energy efficiency point of view, as demonstrated
by a thermochemical analysis.16

Among the most well-known energy conversion
systems, one should mention the thermal energy cycles
that make it possible to convert heat into work (as in
power cycles or internal combustion engines), work into
lower temperature (as in refrigerators or cooling
systems), or low temperature heat into high temperature
heat (as in heat pumps), all of which are based on
various types of thermodynamic cycles. The optimal
design of these cycles often rests on the selection of an
adequate working fluid.17

• Water
Water is a key element for life! It is essential for

drinking and agriculture. In engineering applications, it is
an essential solvent in many processes, heat duty agent
(steam), stripping agent, a reactant (from hydrolysis to

H2 production), or byproduct (e.g., condensation
reactions). Its safeguard is key for political stability in
many places worldwide. The importance of fundamental
understanding of water properties is obvious, yet its
thermodynamic behavior is still subject to discussion
and remains challenging: water exhibits a number of
anomalous thermodynamic behavior, two of the most
well-known being the maximum in density around 4 °C
and shrinking upon melting.18

• Solvents as a key to sustainable, green chemistry and to
cyclic economy
If our society wants to preserve its resources and treat

the waste in a proper way, the key is to be able to extract
specific molecules from one medium and concentrate
them in another. This is the role of solvents. The solvent
molecules often cannot be entirely removed from the
final product, which means that they end up in the
application with potential human exposure and even-
tually in the environment. In the past, petrochemical-
based products were often used, but the increasing
environmental awareness creates the need for using
novel molecules that are bio-based, non-toxic, and/or
compatible with the environment. Solvents are also
needed for enhancing reactive systems or in electro-
chemical devices. The European regulations are now
increasingly severe for putting new products on the
market, which enhances the need to know the properties
in advance (REACH regulations).19

Several types of new such solvents have been
identified in the recent past, ranging from ionic liquids,
deep eutectic solvents, supercritical CO2, or solids such
as zeolites, metal organic frameworks, etc. Yet, very
often, the most efficient solvent is water. The reason for
its efficiency as a solvent is its low molecular weight and
low volatility as well as its capacity to dissolve salts into
ionic species. This unfortunately may also lead to
undesirable effects such as corrosion. Water (rarely
pure) is used for recycling metals from waste batteries,
removing CO2 from flue gases, or as reaction medium
for biological treatments, among many other uses. Yet,
the behavior of these complex salt-containing solvent
mixtures (electrolyte mixtures) are often poorly known
and need to be further investigated.

• Health and nutrition, or bio-sciences
Life sciences entail significant thermodynamic com-

plexity, as they combine the presence of highly
concentrated electrolytic and reactive systems, confined
in micro- and sometimes nano-sized entities. In addition,
they are almost entirely driven by non-equilibrium
phenomena, although without going into the full
complexity, food production or pharmaceuticals are
two domains where equilibrium phenomena are also
important and need to be better understood.1 The
biggest challenge today is related to the complexity of
the molecules that are relevant in these processes:
proteins, enzymes, amino acids, and pharmaceuticals,
among others, need to be synthesized, isolated, and
delivered. They may exhibit various solid phases. An
important effort to understand the behavior of these
molecules in their environment is therefore needed.

• Novel and complex materials
As a result of increasing interest in renewability and

circularity, novel materials are constantly developed and

Table 1. Seven Priority SDGs (as Identified by ACS) with
Essential Role for Chemistry and Chemical Engineering for
Achieving Them, Adapted from Ref10

SDG
chemistry & chemical technologies

examples to meet this SDG

2 zero hunger • drought protection for crops
• phosphate recovery and reuse
• targeted crop protection agents
• active packaging to prevent food
spoilage

3 good health and well-
being

• tools for greener chemical
manufacturing

• (green) pharmaceuticals
• enhance bioavailability of
pharmaceuticals with low water
solubility

• environmental improvement
6 clean water and

sanitation
• solar-assisted desalination processes
• heavy metal removal

7 affordable and clean
energy

• chemistry and energy storage
• energy conversion

9 industries, innovation,
and infrastructure

• sustainable & green chemistry
• green coatings
• transforming & advancing separation
science

12 responsible consumption
and production

• recycling materials
• biobased feedstocks
• second generation biofuels

13 climate action • design principles of green and
sustainable chemistry
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introduced into processes, as raw materials, intermedi-
ates, and products, or as auxiliary materials like solvents,
e.g., deep eutectic solvents (DES). These materials can
be multifunctional, especially oxygenated compounds,
and are therefore polar, featuring more complex phase
behavior than fossil-based materials, which were the
major focus of work until now.
Many industrial applications involve multiphase

systems, like emulsions and dispersions. Often, these
systems are in a metastable state. In spite of considerable
knowledge, there are still gaps in appropriate funda-
mental understanding of their phenomenological behav-
ior. A better understanding is anticipated to drive
innovation toward further development of sustainable
materials.
Structured product design is key to enhancing

development of these novel and/or complex materials.
Product design is sometimes mentioned as the 3rd
paradigm in chemical engineering, yet in practice there is
still much ground to be covered before it is sufficiently
mature for widespread application.20

In process design, we calculate the relevant physical
and chemical properties of different streams from the
given composition. In product design the reverse is
done, and compounds and compositions are calculated
that provide certain functionality. Big challenges in
product design are related to this reverse calculation, as
well as how to define the desired functionality in
quantitative terms; thus, one key aspect is the translation
of product functionality to target properties.21 To be
successful, this will require a cultural change in how
product design is done in practice.20

• Advanced materials recovery and precision technology
Higher efficiency is sought to separate and purify the

desired products, within the constraints of reducing
manufacturing costs, lowering energy usage and keeping
a small environmental footprint. The product recovery
needs to be achieved for a wide range of systems, from
biochemical systems, enhanced oil recovery, and mining
to standard recovery from chemical reaction mixtures.
The concentration from which the product needs to be
recovered can vary considerably. It can be high as in
chemical reaction mixtures, but also low as in
fermentation broths.

Following the multilayered approach from a chemical
engineering perspective, as offered by Gani et al.,22 the process

is at the heart of activities, essentially comprising pretreatment
and transformation of material and subsequent separation23

into the desired products. Yet, in this view, a process may also
be an energy conversion unit. In short, the process and its
challenges can be described as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 illustrates the challenges from a chemical

engineering perspective. It shows the key changes that will
need to take place in the future to grow toward a more
sustainable industry:

• The resources change. In the past, we very often used
fossil material, while increasingly, non-fossil resources or
waste will be used as input.

• The products change. Products were often bulk
chemicals, but there is an increased need to target the
product to very specific consumer needs that may
include complex materials, based on nanoencapsulations
or other organized multiphase “smart” products. An
increasing attention must be paid to the ultimate service
to be delivered rather than to a material product.

• The waste may come from the process itself, but also
when the desired product reaches the end of its useful
life. It may be solid, liquid, gaseous, or even heat
(energy) and must be managed intelligently, in other
words by recycling or integrating into a new process.
The first action in that regard is an improved process
efficiency, so that less waste is created. Exergy analysis
and Life Cycle Assessments will be increasingly used.

• Finally, the process safety will remain in all cases a key
factor, meaning that all possible accidents will need to be
analyzed and avoided. Accurate knowledge of toxicity,
flammability explosivity, heats of reactions, and other
properties necessary to ensure process safety is needed.

Even though the concise view presented here is based on a
chemical process point of view, it can be further extended to
other undertakings, like mining processes, medical devices, or
even to the entire ecosystem that is nothing but a very complex
process.
The development of adequate responses to the grand

challenges goes most often through the use of software tools
that contain models and are able to simulate the behavior of
the complexity of nature. These tools contain physical models
that are calibrated on measured data. This is why the next two
sections will focus on these essential contributions to the
engineering use of thermodynamics. Yet, software tools are
used by people, and at the end, they are the ones responsible
for choosing the appropriate tools, providing relevant inputs,

Figure 2. Concise view of the process and the challenges related to it.
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and interpreting the numerical results. Additionally, even
before using the software tools, people with proper knowledge
of thermodynamics and physical properties can substantially
save time and expenses in the process and product design by
steering efforts to the most promising ideas. This is why the
final section of this work will discuss the need for training and
for investing in human resources.
In conclusion, applied thermodynamics can and should play

a strong role in addressing the grand challenges. As
thermodynamics is the science of interaction between energy
and matter, it is very well positioned to help us achieve the
SDGs to arrive at a better world. It is at the heart of the
multilayered process view that is shown above, where its role is
to understand and help in the design and optimization of the
increasingly complex processes and products.

3. MODELS AND SIMULATION
All of the applications discussed so far require at some point,
either the computation of physicochemical properties, with an
input that is usually the operating condition and fluid
composition (in the case of process design), or a target
property with the aim to identify the compound or mixture
that best fulfills the requirements (in the case of product
design). Models are needed for this purpose. Although there is
an increased trend to use machine learning (ML) and chemo-
informatic approaches to predict compound properties, we do
not believe that they will replace the physically grounded
models that are the legacy of more than a century of
research.24 We would like to stress, however, the important
effort that remains to be done in view of improving the
predictivity of the models: data, as will be discussed later, are
very expensive to generate and are therefore often unavailable
for tuning the models. In particular, product design tools25

cannot be developed unless such predictive models are further
improved.
We will discuss in what follows the so-called macroscopic

models, which are found in most process simulators, as well as
the microscopic tools that are now available through molecular
simulation. Macroscopic transport property models are
presented separately as they deal with non-equilibrium
properties.
3.1. Macroscopic Thermodynamic Models for Equili-

brium Properties (Equations of State (EoS) and Other
Models). The property that is most difficult to describe
accurately is the chemical potential that drives the phase
equilibrium: it allows for computing how compounds partition
between the various phases, which may be solid, liquid, or
gaseous. The equilibrium between solid phases is a topic that is
investigated at length for metallurgical processes. Solid−fluid
equilibria, encountered in chemical processes, often consider
pure solids, leading to a very simplified property model,26 that
uses melting point and phase change properties as input. In the
case of solid solutions, activity coefficient models are often
used to represent possible non-idealities. In what follows, we
will focus on fluid phases that are generally much more
complex to describe.
The expectation from the user community is to have access

to tools that provide “automatically” correct numerical results.
This is called “fully predictive”. Unfortunately, such an
infallible ‘push-button’ tool does not exist today. The best
that is offered are documents that help the engineer select the
most appropriate model.27−31 Yet, the choice is very often
limited to the availability of the model in process simulators

including an extensive parameterization, and documentation.4

From this perspective, the academic developers should be
strongly encouraged to aim toward a standardized develop-
ment: avoid developing case-specific models, but prefer using
existing ones and build upon accepted parameter sets.
As a community of experts, we however strongly stress the

fact that “automatic” tools will never remove the need for a
trained person to plan the simulation scenarios and interpret
the result. Non-intuitive phenomena may occur, with the
consequence of loss of time, money, and sometimes the
creation of safety issues. Below, we discuss very briefly the
limitations of the existing models and identify the most
important developments that we believe are needed in the near
future in light of the industrial survey.1

3.1a. Predictive Power. At first, one should be cautious with
the word ‘predictive’. The models that are under study here are
mathematical equations with parameters fitted to experimental
data. Predictivity can point to extrapolating to other process
conditions, mixture composition, or properties or to other or
similar compounds via Group Contribution (GC) methods
and related schemes. It is a key quality of EoS models to be
able to describe many properties in a consistent manner, which
is less true for activity coefficient models, and even less so for
correlative approaches based on ML. This is why the form of
the equation is critical. Yet, when the quality of temperature
extrapolations is not adequate, it often happens that temper-
ature-dependent parameters are used, making it possible to
describe almost any temperature function: this is typically the
case with the energy and interaction parameter functions in
cubic EoS. Le Guennec et al.32 have discussed limitations in
this type of temperature formulations. For gas processors or
working fluid specialists, who have access to a large
experimental database, Span and colleagues have developed
highly precise models33 based on the 64 parameter modified
Benedict−Webb−Rubin (MBWR) EoS.34 The GERG con-
sortium (European Gas Research Group) widely uses these
models35 that have also inspired the NIST RefProp database in
gas or working fluid applications.37 These EoS may be
classified as predictive because of their capacity to cover all
properties in a consistent way, although their numerous
adjustable parameters have been trained by means of a large
amount of data. They are widely used and have been recently
extended to simple mixtures.36 Yet, it should be noted that very
few studies have been presented for evaluating the predictive
power of other types of EoS (cubic or higher order ones) for
thermal and derivative properties, as compared to phase
equilibrium behavior; thus, capabilities of many models are not
well-known. This is certainly an area to focus on in the future.
Yet, the predictivity is often referred to as the capacity to

describe a fluid mixture without experimental data. This may
be needed when process concept feasibility evaluations are
needed on a short notice for troubleshooting or for product
design. The model parameters must then be computed starting
from molecular descriptors in some way. The most common
type of descriptors refers to the molecular groups. The first
industrial GC model was proposed by Fredenslund with the
UNIFAC activity coefficient model.38 Using Huron−Vidal
type mixing rules,39 the model is now commercialized through
an EoS under the name PSRK40 and more recently VTPR.41

GC models are now widely developed, both with cubic EoS
(PPR78)42,43 and within the SAFT framework.44−47 Many
gaps remain to be filled in parameter tables for GC methods,
both activity coefficient models (UNIFAC) and EoS (e.g.,
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VTPR), and of course also for association theories when GC
schemes are used. Such gaps as well as the uncertainty related
to multifunctional groups and neighboring group effects limit
the use of these models for predictive applications including
their implementation in computer-aided design methods. It
should be pointed out that NIST provides, through their
‘Thermo Data Engine’ (TDE), a novel method for extending
the UNIFAC parameter table.48,49 Other descriptors can be
alternatively used. Within the SAFT framework, several
innovative attempts exist with the use of ab initio descriptors,
through neural network-type approaches.50 The COSMO
models51 use as descriptors the so-called sigma profiles that
also originate from ab initio calculations. Alternative
approaches based on artificial intelligence are seriously
investigated. This topic is further discussed later in the section
about experimental data.
In practice, however, it may be considered convenient to

have access to adjustable parameters whenever data are
available because no model exists today that can combine
both predictivity and accuracy for a very extensive range of
systems and conditions.

3.1b. On the Application Range of the Most Well-Known
Equations. When it comes to the “classical” predictive
thermodynamic models, there are a lot of similarities in the
statements made by the industry in the two surveys that the
EFCE WP conducted,1,2 despite them being 10 years apart.
Moreover, no real new modeling trends have appeared since
the first survey.2 The cubic EoS also with advanced mixing
rules (PSRK and VTPR), UNIFAC, association models (like
SAFT and CPA), and the COSMO-RS approach appear to be
among the most widely used methods, especially in the
petrochemical/chemical industries. Local composition models
like NRTL and UNIQUAC are also useful as tools for
multicomponent systems once binary parameters are available.
All these models are still much used by industry, and there is a
clear understanding that having a single predictive model for all
applications is most likely an impossible task.
Many companies have still traditional views on the model

choice with the first category of the aforementioned models
(cubic EoS, local-composition activity coefficients models)
being far more used than the latter ones (association EoS and
COSMO-RS), even if the latter ones are getting more popular.
In this context, it is worth noting that these latter methods
offer better prospects for multifunctional and complex
materials, like bio-based and “smart” materials, and therefore
may attract increased attention in the future. Even among the
more “traditional sectors” (oil & gas and chemicals),
association models need much more development if they are
to be of wider use: better characterization schemes for oil
components, improvements in computational efficiency, and
predictive schemes for estimating the SAFT parameters
especially for complex chemicals are some of the examples of
the improvements that are needed. An area where we see much
promise in the future and where possible breakthroughs can
occur is related to SAFT parameterization from ab initio
quantum mechanics calculations. This could significantly
reduce the dependency on experimental data.52 Moreover,
there are far too many SAFT variants (unlike UNIFAC where
by now one version − Dortmund − has become dominant53).
Industry is confused and new tools54 that permit open
comparisons of SAFT models may assist in the future in the
clarification of this rather confusing picture.

The use of the “standard database” by Jaubert and co-
workers55 may also be useful in providing a fair comparison of
models at least for binary VLE systems. Of course, the real
success of SAFT-type approaches vs cubic EoS and UNIFAC
should be expected for multicomponent and multiphase
behavior of complex systems (e.g., VLLE, CCS applications,
properties beyond phase behavior, etc.) but still needs to be
proven. An area where essentially all SAFT approaches suffer is
the representation of the critical point, even compared to
classical cubic EoS.56 In many practical applications, e.g., for
use in petroleum applications, thermodynamic models should
deliver accurate and reliable results even very close to the
critical point. Thus, a crucial aspect for SAFT-type models is
the performance at the critical point as well as being able to
characterize oil and gas to facilitate their subsequent use in
process simulations.

3.1c. Need for Further Developments. While all the above
indicate areas where future developments toward better
predictive models are needed, there are three fields which
require particular attention: electrolytes, polymers, and systems
containing complex multifunctional compounds.
Regarding electrolyte solutions, we have observed1 that

many companies are users of the e-NRTL model, and many
requests were related to this model (more parameters for
important systems including radioactive ones, better education
on the use of this model, etc.). Challenges appear at high salt
content, with mixed solvents (with possible liquid−liquid
demixing) or at high temperatures, typically where few data
exist.
We therefore encourage the development of predictive,

possibly GC-based, electrolyte models. We believe that the
very active research area of development of electrolyte
equations of state should continue as it may lead to more
predictive and generally applicable models for electrolyte
solutions. Prior to arriving to ultimate successful electrolyte
versions of EoS models, there is a wide range of practical and
fundamental issues that need to be overcome. Some of these
issues include identification of the most appropriate theories
for ion−ion and ion−solvent interactions,57 determination or
clarification of the appropriate balance for electrostatic and
physical terms, role and importance of solvent relative
permittivity, frameworks for standard states of solids and for
mixed solvents, role of individual ion activity coefficient data
recently appeared, just to mention a few, and all of these at
very different concentration levels.
It is important to mention that for such electrolyte solutions,

the ultimate aim is to describe different types of phase
equilibria using a single set of binary interaction parameters,
namely, combined prediction of phase and chemical equilibria
and prediction in the absence of experimental data, different
hydrate forms of organic salts, crystallization of electrolytes,
mixed salts and mixed solvent solution at concentrated
condition, corrosion due to electrolytes in bio-processes,
polyelectrolytes, etc. All in all, a very demanding task indeed!
Especially relevant are truly predictive models for electro-

lytes with limited requirement for adjustable parameters. Data
regressions are often required over extensive temperature and
pressure ranges and at high concentrations, including
speciation behavior, which may have a huge impact on the
system behavior. The ranges of interest are sometimes not
easily accessible experimentally, and some of the required data
falls outside the traditional area of thermophysical property
measurement. Identifying the best approach to parameterize
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electrolyte models for general applications is considered a
difficult task where future research should also be focused.7

Polymers and their solutions play an important role in
industry for their widespread use in packaging as well as in
chemical engineering processes like membrane separations.
While polymeric mixture properties in the liquid and rubbery
state can be represented fairly well with activity coefficient
models developed for macromolecular solutions like the free
volume-corrected UNIFAC,58 the Flory−Huggins equation,59
or EoS models like the lattice fluid60 or SAFT theories, the
situation becomes more complicated when a glassy or semi-
crystalline system is concerned. In both cases, polymer density
cannot be predicted a priori as the system is frozen in a non-
equilibrium or constrained condition, and models developed
for liquid or rubbery solutions assumed amorphous and at
thermodynamic equilibrium fail. Appropriate protocols need to
be established, which account for the non-equilibrium
condition or for the crystalline fraction. The density of the
glassy system was found to be a simple and effective order
parameter to describe the polymer-fluid solubility by the non-
equilibrium thermodynamics for glassy polymers (NET-GP)
approach61 that is now a well-established tool due to its
flexibility, which makes it a proper extension to the glassy
domain of most equilibrium EoS models (NE-LF and NE-
SAFT). For semi-crystalline polymers, several attempts were
made at describing the effect of crystalline domains on the
polymer solution properties, i.e., by introducing an additional
constraint pressure.62 No theory seems yet predominant, and
there is still a need for development, especially considering that
most commodity polymers, like polyethylene and polypropy-
lene, are semi-crystalline, as well as many new biodegradable
materials like polylactic acid (PLA) and poly hydroxyalka-
noates (PHA). The availability of EoS parameters for several
polymeric systems is still an issue, which could be solved using
Group Contribution,63,64 ML, or molecular simulation
methods. Data-driven methods have recently been proposed
to design polymers with specific properties.65

Finally, there are several applications containing complex
multifunctional molecules, which could benefit from reliable
thermodynamic models, but the consensus is that due to the
complexity of the molecules involved as well as associated
conditions (polymorphism, precipitation, crystallization, etc.),
essentially, no successful predictive models exist for the needs
of the industry with complex products, (e.g., comprising
surface active materials), like pharma, biotech home &
personal care, agrochemical, and mining. Over these 10
years, we have observed an increased interest by the
pharma/biotech industry in thermodynamic models, as a
comparison of the results from the two surveys1,2 shows.
It has been pointed out in the surveys1,2 that UNIFAC and

GC versions of SAFT cannot successfully handle even a small
number of the molecules (active ingredients) of relevance to
the industry with complex products. More complex molecules
like peptides, proteins, enzymes, etc. can be even more
challenging. Such systems are typically multicomponent
mixtures (including water, organic solvents, dissolved solids,
dissolved gases, ionic species, and macromolecules), and this
adds to the complexity, which needs to be implemented in
successful models. We lack today predictive models that can
cover such a wide range of conditions and systems containing
complex molecules, and this is a very challenging area where
future research needs to focus.

3.2. Transport Properties. Both industrial surveys carried
out by the Working Party1,2 have indicated that the transport
property predictive models are still lacking when compared
with the thermodynamic models. This is certainly true in
general, but there are regions of phase space and particular
systems where the transport property models are not only
available but also accurate and reliable. For instance, for gases
at low pressure in a dilute gas limit, we can calculate the
transport properties (shear viscosity, thermal conductivity, and
self and binary diffusion coefficients) to an accuracy that is
commensurate with the best experimental data. Such
calculations have been carried out for a number of simple
molecules and their binary mixtures, by means of the
combination of the kinetic theory of polyatomic gases, classical
trajectory method, and ab initio intermolecular potential.66,67

Hence, for several industrially important mixtures like natural
gas, including sour and CO2-rich natural gas, accurate and
reliable transport properties can be computed. The developed
technique for computing the transport properties in the dilute
gas state has an additional advantage, because of its accuracy,
that allows creation of pseudo-experimental data to supple-
ment the available ones and/or allows for discrimination
between inconsistent experimental data measured in different
laboratories. Thus, we have means of addressing the need for
data at very low and high temperatures, where accurate
measurements are scarce and for toxic, highly corrosive, or
explosive gases that cannot be easily handled.
Another area where transport properties data are available is

for a number of pure fluids of industrial interest.68 This work is
being carried out under the auspices of the International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). The starting point is
to make use of the best available experimental data, selected
based on a critical analysis of the measurement methods. This
information is complemented with guidance available from
theory to produce accurate, consistent, and theoretically sound
correlations of the viscosity and thermal conductivity of
industrially important fluids over the widest range of
temperature and pressure possible. The available viscosity
and thermal conductivity correlations are IUPAC recommen-
ded representations analogous to NIST/IUPAC/GERG pure
species EoS.36

The development of generic models for the prediction of
transport properties over the whole range of temperatures,
pressures, and compositions of interest to industry is hampered
by the lack of a rigorous and comprehensive molecular theory
for dense fluids. Hence, it is not possible to evaluate transport
properties based on a theoretical molecular description starting
from the intermolecular potential directly. Consequently, one
has either to rely on different approximate approaches or
molecular dynamics simulations (see the next section). The
former developments suffer from a lack of rigor that invariably
translates to higher uncertainty in predicting transport
properties while the latter is currently limited by the use of
simple intermolecular potentials that require fitting the scaling
parameters. Nevertheless, both approaches have shown marked
improvements in recent years, as described in the Advances in
Transport Properties, which summarizes the state of the
field.66

The approximate approaches can be broadly divided into
three groups, depending on the theoretical starting point used
in developing the model; kinetic theory-based models,
corresponding-states based models, and models that exploit
links with thermodynamics.66,69−74 Although conceptually
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different, all these models require experimental data to
determine the number of effective parameters of the model.
Furthermore, most available methods require mixing rules,
which are invariably based on averaging of pure fluid
characteristics without recourse to interaction parameters. So
far, most of the models have been used for mixtures of interest
to the oil and gas industry and petrochemicals.
No comprehensive comparison between different models,

even for hydrocarbon systems, has been undertaken. Instead,
each model developer performed limited validation of their
own model against, more often than not, selected experimental
data. All models validated in this fashion show good
agreement. Overall, the predictive power of currently available
models is fluid-dependent, unless the effective parameters,
sometimes expressed as a function of thermodynamic state, are
also linked to molecular properties by a further correlation.
The lack of experimental data and funding has precluded the
use of such models more generally. Thus, we have a
paradoxical situation that although significant research efforts
both financially and timewise went into developing a plethora
of models, the resulting predictions of transport properties are
for some mixtures unreliable. This includes mixtures of even
simple molecules that belong to very different chemical
families, asymmetric mixtures (e.g., methane−n-decane or
carbon dioxide−n-decane), mixtures at high pressure, mixtures
where strong hydrogen bonds are present including aqueous
mixtures, or mixtures that contain very large molecules that are
poorly defined as pure species. Furthermore, most of the
efforts have gone into describing the properties of fluids that
display Newtonian rheological behavior. For instance, models
for predicting the viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids are scarce,
as are methods that indicate which type of rheology is to be
expected.
It is worth noting that the recent Industrial Fluid Properties

Simulation Challenge,75,76 designed to compare different
molecular simulation models in their ability to predict the
temperature and pressure dependence of the viscosity of
complex molecules, is a positive step in addressing the
predictive capabilities of some of the current models.

There are plentiful anecdotal examples that, even if a
particular model works for a specific set of mixtures, there is no
guarantee that it can be used for mixtures of species belonging
to another chemical family.66 This is especially true for
viscosity, which changes significantly when the fluid is in the
vicinity of the solidification line or when a process under
consideration leads to a preferential change in composition of
small or large molecules. However, there are also success
stories where a model originally developed for hydrocarbons
was used to successfully predict the viscosity of deep eutectic
solvents (DES).77 Nevertheless, this relied on having reliable
viscosity data on pure components making up the mixture.
Overall, the currently available models have the appropriate
basis to be used for prediction of transport properties of at
least non-electrolyte and Newtonian fluids. However, it is
unlikely that any of the current models can become a generic
tool for predicting transport properties without recourse to
good experimental data both for fitting the parameters and also
for the validation purposes.
There are several avenues that could prove fruitful for future

research. Development of Group Contribution approaches
would have potential to promote some of the current modeling
tools into the more predictive realm, in particular models based
on corresponding states or hard sphere representation. Links
with SAFT-EoS that are currently explored by some research
groups can provide an impetus for a more unified approach.
The models based on residual entropy is one such example.78

More such theoretical or even semi-theoretical approaches,
capable of underpinning a practical model, should be sought,
for example on how to include hydrogen bonding within the
transport property framework. This would open the way to a
more predictive analysis for a plethora of mixtures. Further
research in developing models that use effective characteristics,
as a proxy for a full fluid composition, to describe a particular
mixture are also welcomed. For many fluids of industrial
interest that may contain a large number of components,
isomeric species, or ill-defined large species, forfeiting the full
compositional formulation is the only way forward.
3.3. Molecular Simulation and Its Use. Molecular

simulation refers to mathematical modeling of matter (solid,

Figure 3. Largest supercomputer power in FLOPS from 1993 to 2021. In the inset, a comparison in computing power between the Cray 2
Supercomputer and Apple iPhone 4 is shown. Taken from: https://ourworldindata.org/technological-progress.
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liquid, or vapor, either pure components or mixtures) at the
molecular level by accounting for the inter- and intramolecular
interactions using appropriate potential functions known as
force fields. The method was originally developed in the 1950s,
and for several decades, it was restricted to relatively simple
systems due to the heavy computational needs. The
tremendous continuous increase of computing power at
affordable prices allows us today to perform large computa-
tions at different scales (in time and spatial dimensions) and to
understand accurately complex phenomena in nature or in the
lab. Molecular simulation has evolved into a powerful
engineering tool, thanks also to the emergence of start-up
companies that develop and support methods, codes, and
databases for the simulation of complex systems of industrial
interest. Several of these business initiatives are rooted in
academic research groups.
Development of new computer architectures continues to

support the rise of computing power at reasonable price. In
Figure 3, the capacity of the largest supercomputers in terms of
FLOPS is shown from 1993 until 2020. Moore’s law continues
to be valid without any sign of slowing down. With the
computing power rising, it is expected that in the future,
scientists and engineers will be able to simulate more
challenging systems, in terms of inter- and intramolecular
complexity and for longer simulation times with profound
effects for the design of more advanced processes and
materials.
The available computing power is used today in many

different ways.
3.3a. Upscaling for Developing ‘Predictive’ Tools. When it

comes to chemical process industry, hierarchical multiscale
computational methods are used to design and model
accurately chemical processes and new materials. A very
successful example refers to the use of molecular dynamics
simulation to predict accurately the diffusivity of reactants and
products in the catalytic nanopores at the actual temperature
and pressure conditions of the gas-to-liquid (GTL) process.79

GTL is an industrial process where synthesis gas (syngas, H2,
and CO) is converted into liquid hydrocarbon fractions,
namely, paraffins (from n-hexane to waxes), olefins, and to a
smaller extent oxygenates (e.g., alcohols). Predictions from
molecular simulation were used to parameterize an empirical
model used for the optimization of the GTL process in a major
industrial site in Qatar.
In Figure 4, the interconnectivity of methods used by

chemical engineers is shown schematically. Subatomic
quantum mechanics calculations allow the development of
accurate molecular force fields to describe intra- and
intermolecular interactions of complex chemical systems
including aqueous mixtures, macromolecular systems, bio-
logical molecules, nanoconfined systems, etc. These force fields
are used in molecular simulations, such as molecular dynamics,
Monte Carlo simulations, Brownian dynamics, etc., in order to
predict physical properties of complex chemical systems. These
predictions are very accurate in reproducing the real system.80

3.3b. Accompanying and Complementing Experimental
Work. Molecular simulation results are always compared with
existing experimental data as a way of validation. Yet, it is
nowadays also used to guide experimental work for new
molecules or chemical systems and previously unexplored
temperature and pressure conditions. An example refers to the
measurement of thermophysical properties of fluid mixtures
related to the GTL process that were originally predicted by

molecular simulation.81 Dynamic light scattering data ended
up being in excellent agreement with such predictions. As a
manifestation of the accuracy of simulation methods in
predicting physical properties, the Journal of Chemical and
Engineering Data, a premier journal in publishing highly
accurate thermodynamic data, accepts since 2010 publication
of papers that contain molecular simulation data of real
systems without any experimental work.
A powerful approach to reduce computing time without loss

of accuracy in representing chemical and/or biological systems
is the use of coarse-grained molecular models. In this approach,
a group of atoms, or even molecules, is represented by a single
interaction unit. Originated within the biochemistry simulation
community, this approach is gaining importance in the oil &
gas research community. Such an approach has not been
validated widely for many different systems; yet, it is estimated
that it provides predictions within a few percent for primary
thermodynamic properties and around 10% or more for
derivative and transport properties.
Furthermore, ML methods can be trained using data

measured experimentally or generated by molecular simulation
and this approach can be used to predict physical properties at
significantly lower computational effort compared to molecular
simulation alone. As an example, Snurr and co-workers at
Northwestern University developed an ML predictive model
for the design of metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) to be
used for gas separations and other applications.82

Molecular simulations of glassy and semi-crystalline solids
would be surely more predictive than EoS, but the computa-
tional effort is high, due to the long equilibration times
required by the glassy systems, or by the large size of the
simulation box of semi-crystalline solids.83 An improvement is
expected from the development of multiscale methods, which
combine the low computational cost of macroscopic models
with the accuracy and predictive ability of molecular
simulations,84 which can for instance inspect the thermody-
namic state of the amorphous−crystalline interface.
Last but not least, molecular simulation can be used to

predict properties of very toxic, corrosive, or other systems and
conditions where experimental work is impossible. However, it
remains so that despite the fast-improving quality of molecular
simulation results, they will never reduce the need for high
quality actual experimental measurements.

3.3c. Description of Key Phenomena that Occur at the
Nanoscale. Molecular simulation can be combined with other
computational methods such as quantum mechanics calcu-

Figure 4. Hierarchical multiscale process design and modeling spans
the entire spectrum of length and time scales.
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lations for the elucidation of elementary molecular processes at
interfaces, including for instance catalytic processes. In a
typical application, a cluster of molecules near a catalytic
nanoparticle is modeled using ab initio wavefunction methods
or semiempirical Hartree−Fock (HF) methods and results are
used to parameterize a molecular force field that can be used
subsequently in molecular simulations.85

Molecular simulation has also been used extensively to
predict properties of fluid under confinement with a diverse
range of industrial applications that include CO2 sequestration,
H2 storage, and many others. In most of these cases,
experimental measurement of thermophysical properties is
very cumbersome or even impossible. Molecular simulation
can predict within reasonable accuracy both equilibrium, as
well as transport properties of these systems and provides very
valuable information on the effect of confinement, especially in
the case where experimental data do not exist.86 It can also
generate accurate data that can be used at a higher coarse grain
level, in such a way that calculations can be accelerated and/or
systems at larger scales can be examined.87

4. DATA
Data for thermodynamic and transport properties play a crucial
role in process and product design, optimization of processes,
sustainable energy usage, and safety assessment in a number of
diverse disciplines, such as environmental, chemical, and
mechanical engineering, biotechnology, and materials science.
The ability to calculate the behavior of pure components,
mixtures, certain process steps, entire plants, or even larger
systems relies on the fact that the model needs to have
information on the interaction between the molecules. Usually,
this input information is supplied by pure-component and
mixture parameters of thermophysical property models. These
parameters are determined either by fitting them to
experimental data or in their absence to data estimated using
predictive property models, like group-contribution methods,
molecular simulation, or COSMO-RS. Clearly, true exper-
imental values are preferred, and we will next provide a
summary of the existing vs non-existing experimental data. In a
second section, we will discuss their quality, which is probably
even more important than their availability. We will end this
section with some recommendations.
4.1. Lack of Data. Although several property data banks

(DETHERM,88,92 DDB,89 NIST-TRC,90 DIPPR,93 etc.) are
available and grow every year by including newly measured
data from the literature, there remains a general lack of data.
This trend is increasing with time, as an increasing number of
molecularly complex substances becomes of interest to
industry, while the measurement capacities remain constant
or tends to decrease in some parts of the world, as also pointed
out by the survey.1 Measurements are generally not directly
funded; they are byproducts of funding programs dedicated to
certain practical needs. Measurements funded by industry are
usually confidential and data cannot be published, or only with
a delay of several years.
Experimental data are available for about 100 compounds in

a wide range of temperatures and pressures so that
fundamental equations of state explicit in the Helmholtz
energy have been developed to describe their thermodynamic
properties with high accuracy.37,94 Many accurate and reliable
property data are needed to fit the numerous EoS parameters.
Fundamental EoS are of high value for industrial applica-
tions,33,94 e.g., for all calculations that need high accuracy and

even to support the evaluation of experimental raw data.
Fundamental EoS for more pure substances are needed, but
they can only be developed if high-quality property data will
become available in a wide range of temperatures and
pressures.
For almost 2000 pure components, data exist for the most

important thermophysical properties, like the liquid density
and the vapor pressure, as a function of temperature. They
have been validated by the DIPPR consortium91 and high
quality correlations are made available. Yet, it must be stressed
that whenever data are missing (which may be the case for
interfacial or transport properties), predictive approaches are
used to develop the said correlations.
For thousands of other pure components, which are

available in commercial data banks and in process simulators,
only very few experimental data are known, e.g., the melting
point. Pharmaceuticals and agrochemical substances become
more complex and often are high-molecular-weight multifunc-
tional compounds for which no or only few data are available.
For mixtures, the lack of data is even worse, e.g., for phase

equilibrium data of non-ideal mixtures including electrolyte
systems, data at high pressures, data in dilute conditions,
cryogenic conditions, and for reactive multiphase systems. The
required needs for measurements include all types of phase
equilibria (VLE, LLE, VLLE, SLE, and SLVE), density,
thermal, surface and derivative properties, e.g., heat capacities,
and transport properties like viscosity, diffusion coefficients,
and thermal conductivity.1 Multicomponent system data are
important for model validation, especially multicomponent
LLE.
Literature searches may be frustrating because the Web of

Knowledge and SciFinder, for example, provide natural-
language searches with incomplete responses contaminated
by a large amount of irrelevant references. In addition, we are
convinced that many classified data exist, covered by long-gone
confidentiality protections. It would be a great asset to the
community at large to find resources for assessing them in a
comprehensive way.
If no data are available and no predictive methods can be

applied, then the analysis of the behavior of similar systems for
which data exist can be very helpful to solve industrial
problems. Therefore, research activities on the general
behavior of classes of mixtures is also of interest for industrial
applications.
The belief that measurements are expensive is mainly true

for the first few data points since the apparatus needs to be set
up and evaluated and the staff needs to be trained. Therefore,
the measurement of many data points in a specialized
apparatus is often less expensive than the individual measure-
ments of each data point. During the last few decades, the
number of experimental apparatuses that are available in
industrial property labs has decreased. Methods focus on
properties that are of importance for process and product
design, e.g., measurements of phase equilibria and pure-
component properties. To perform measurements with
external partners is a valuable option, which has to deal with
a couple of issues: (a) tight schedule, (b) confidential
substances, (c) safety issues due to substances of (yet) not
fully evaluated hazards, (d) issues with equipment suitability
(e.g., corrosion), (e) availability and transport of sufficient
amounts of substances, (f) administrative and legal issues, to
name a few. Non-technical aspects, such as signing the
contracts, transport of materials, and so on, may pose a
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challenge for these external measurements, especially when the
project time frame is tight.
4.2. Quality of Data. From the industrial point of view,

there is also a widespread concern1,2 regarding data quality.
The increasing number of publications on experimental
thermophysical property data has enhanced the effort needed
for data validation,95 particularly due to the increase in the
percentage of low-quality data being published.96 For example,
if several authors measure property data for the same system
and they all claim an accuracy of 1% for their data, but the
deviations between the data sets are 10% or even larger, strong
doubts arise as discussed by Peper et al.97 Before these data
can be used for industrial applications an data quality
evaluation has to be performed. A fit of model parameters to
all existing data for a certain task often leads to a bad result
since a few erroneous data points can have a huge negative
impact on the quality of the fitted model. The trust in data
published in the major international journals of thermophysical
property data is in general high. Five journals have joined
efforts (Journal of Chemical and Engineering Data, The
Journal of Chemical Thermodynamics, Fluid Phase Equilibria,
Thermochimica Acta, and International Journal of Thermo-
physics) for defining a quality standard in their accepted
publications.98 However, many new journals have come up and
not all have a peer review process of the same specific expertise
as the major thermophysical property journals resulting in the
publication of low quality or even erroneous data. For example,
a manuscript on high-pressure phase equilibria submitted to a
journal of membrane science, green chemistry or energy
technology will most likely have reviewers with a different
expertise, than those from the thermophysical property
community.
Many publications do not fulfill the requirements of Good

Reporting Practice,99 so that the quality of data is difficult to
evaluate, e.g., data are not given in numerical format or the
substances and methods are not sufficiently specified. There is
a need to report systematically the experimental errors, to
check the thermodynamic consistency of the finally reported
values and to compare them with all available literature data.
For several systems, many data sets have been published, e.g.,
for phase equilibria of CO2−ethanol, including bad quality
data. If one of those systems is used to validate the accuracy of
an apparatus or an experimental method, it is easy to find a
data set that agrees with own measurements, even if there is a
disagreement with most of the other data sets. Often, only a
few data points for a system are published, which makes the
evaluation of data quality difficult. Good measurements are not
easy to perform since many experimental challenges must be
overcome.100 A well-trained research staff that is aware of the
many error sources is essential. This knowledge is usually
generated in groups with long-established experimental
expertise. Many industrial colleagues regret the decline of the
number of these groups in Europe and North America. For all
groups it is highly recommended to perform reference
measurements in regular intervals to evaluate the accuracy of
the apparatus and the method. This applies to both
commercial and for self-developed equipment.
4.3. What Could be Done about the Lack and the

Quality of Data?

1. Appraisal of the importance of data and recognition of
experimentalists who can perform these demanding

measurements to obtain accurate and reliable quality
data.

2. Guidelines for experimentalists for reporting data, e.g.,
Bazyleva et al.99 or Chirico et al.98 should become
common knowledge. Authors, reviewers, and editors
should be strict in preventing the publication of low-
quality data. Bad data are like fake news: Once
published, they will not disappear. An IUPAC project to
promote reliability of VLE data is on-going.

3. False incentives should be avoided for researchers from
funding agencies and universities, e.g., to publish many
articles instead of publishing high-quality articles.
Publication in one of the five journals98 that have
agreed on quality criteria (or possibly others if they
commit themselves to the same quality criteria) should
be highly recommended (if not imposed).

4. Further development of a set of test systems with
recommended high-quality data in a wide range of
temperatures and pressures.55 All apparatuses and
methods should be checked in regular intervals against
at least one of the test systems, particularly in the
temperature and pressure range of interest.

5. Development of experimental expertise in more groups
in academia and/or contract research organizations, e.g.,
in collaboration with industrial partners.

6. Encourage public funding toward data measurement to
fill important gaps and toward an understanding of the
behavior of classes of mixtures.

7. Extend consortia with industrial partners to fill data gaps,
e.g., by measuring phase equilibria and excess enthalpies
to determine missing parameters of GC methods.

8. To reduce the lack of data on properties that are not
easily accessible via measurement computational meth-
ods like molecular simulations or methods based on
quantum chemistry like COSMO-RS can be used.

9. There is a need to simplify administrative efforts of
publicly funded projects. Several companies do no
longer accept money in publicly funded projects due to
excessive administrative issues before, during, and after
the project.

10. Development and applications of hybrid models
(combination of thermophysical models and ML
algorithms) for interpolation of data, to improve
predictive methods, or to find correlations between
properties.

5. EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND NETWORKING
5.1. Diploma Education. In the survey on “Industrial

Requirements for Thermodynamic and Transport Properties:
2020”,1 special attention was given to education and training,
as well as collaboration. Chemical engineering education and
the role of thermodynamics were discussed quite extensively by
many participants of the survey, mainly the shortening of
studies (Bologna process) in some European countries, but
also noting the lack of knowledge of basic thermodynamics and
associated models. To bridge this gap, additional education
and training is required. Education on different levels was
perceived as a key to successful application of thermodynamics
in industry. Therefore, not only the education on the basic
level, e.g., undergraduate or graduate education, but life-long
education and training should be encouraged. An analysis of
the thermodynamic education in both undergraduate and post-
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graduate programs in Europe and the United States was
presented more than 10 years ago in a survey, carried out
under the auspices of the WP on TTP,101 where teaching in
terms of quantity, content, and structure (teaching methods)
of the TTP courses as well as textbooks were discussed. Some
differences between the USA and Europe were noted with
regard to the descriptions on the atomistic/molecular level and
on the relative amount of problem-based learning as well as
home assignments.
Any chemical engineer should have a basic idea of phase

equilibria and of the main models, but beyond that, there is a
need to train experts in the field. The most efficient way to that
end is doctoral training. This kind of education is limited by
(1) the capacity to find interested students, (2) the number of
PhD grants, and (3) the career opportunities that can be
offered to the graduates. On this last point, a decrease in
industrial experts is an issue of concern since it undermines the
capability of industry to debottleneck and innovate. Applied
thermodynamics is essential for many chemical engineering
calculations and designs, and errors will reduce, or possibly
even overshadow, the efficiency of process improvements.
Nonetheless, a trend of declining expertise is observed in many
companies. It is a worrying development not only for the
health of the companies but also for the attractiveness of future
generations to develop themselves as specialists.
5.2. Life-Long Education. Due to the various challenges

and applications of thermodynamics in industrial processes
that an engineer needs to face during his/her career, there is a
need for life-long education and training of industrial
professionals. In an early career, the process engineer must
be aware of some basic thermodynamics including the models
that might be suitable for a specific application/system. This is
paramount as the practicing engineer will come across a variety
of different simulators with thermodynamic models embedded.
Due to new emerging application areas, sustainable processes,
advanced materials, and new components that industry faces,
the field of thermophysical properties is evolving and the
engineers using thermodynamic tools need to be aware of the
strengths and limitations of these tools. They must know when
to consult a thermodynamic expert in case of need, and the
expert must remain up to date. The role of the industrial expert
is often undervalued: the presence of such an expert helps
speed up innovation because of a faster understanding of
feasible pathways, reduce cost because they will be able to
optimize the simulation tools to better fit the physical
behavior, and avoid accidents, as their training will alert
them to pre-empt unexpected events. The expert will likewise
facilitate the interactions with academic and possible
consortium partners by expressing the industrial vision and
needs, thus avoiding waste of time, energy, and funding.
The role of the expert is to be aware of the new

developments,102 actively attending, and perhaps developing
educational and training methods (among which one finds
workshops, seminars, summer schools, conferences, webinars,
on-line courses, publications and books).
5.3. Conferences and Workshops. The organization of

workshops, summer schools, or webinars103,104 are efficient
ways for the participants to learn about the new developments
in a particular area. This is especially useful for graduate
students to develop additional skills, knowledge, and
experience for future employees.
Conferences are extremely well-suited for learning about

new developments and for meeting other participants both

from academia, industry, and software suppliers. The human
factor is very important for exchanging ideas that go both ways:
academics can learn about industrial needs and challenges,
while practicing engineers learn about new developments. The
COVID-19 pandemic has had a very negative impact on this
process that was only partly redeemed by the development of
remote interactions. One area that is perhaps not sufficiently
developed in engineering conferences is workshops and
tutorials that provide a more detailed examination of particular
topics. It is key to be able to strike a balance between the
number of conferences that cannot be too many; otherwise,
the selection becomes difficult and industrial professionals may
not be able to attend. On the other side, the size of the
conference is playing also an important role on intensity of
ideas exchanged. Smaller conferences are more appropriate for
true and long-lasting interactions, but at larger conferences, the
participants may widen their horizon and have a possibility to
find more interdisciplinary connections.
As an example of successful workshops within chemical

engineering conferences, special mention should be given to
the ‘Industrial Use of Thermodynamics’ (IUT), symposia,3−7

initiated by the EFCE TTP WP, and mainly organized within
the framework of the other, larger, conferences. During each
IUT Symposium, a round table discussion was organized to
give the opportunity to both industrial and academic
professionals to present their view on various topics of interest.
Among the number of Thermodynamic Conferences, the

ESAT (European Symposium on Applied Thermodynamics)
as well as PPEPPD (Properties & Phase Equilibria for Product
& Process Design) Conferences and the Boulder Symposium
on Thermophysical Properties should be highlighted. These
conferences offer forum for academic and industrial researchers
to meet and communicate on the development and trends in
thermophysical properties, phase equilibria, modeling, and
simulations, with importance to design of processes and
products.
5.4. Specific Initiatives. As pointed out during several of

the IUT sessions, software providers have an important
responsibility in the transfer of new technologies to their
engineering customers. They offer customer support through
different channels, as well as through training sessions
organized across the globe or online and by providing
examples in their manuals. In addition, courses on Chemical
Thermodynamics for Process Simulation for academia and
industry were regularly organized in the past by Oldenburg
University in Germany and nowadays by Rareytec Europe
Online, where participants become familiar with the
capabilities and limitations of currently used methods and
models. The behavior of multicomponent mixtures is covered,
with special attention to phase equilibria, also electrolyte
systems and various approaches to process engineering
problems using modern thermodynamic methods are pre-
sented. Different courses are also offered by software providers.
Being a member of different consortia (UNIFAC, DIPPR,

CERE, KT-Consortium, EleTher, etc.) also brings benefits to
industrial partners. For example, the UNIFAC consortium was
organized to support the revision, extension, and further
development of the Group Contribution Methods UNIFAC,
modified UNIFAC (Dortmund), and the Predictive Equations
of State PSRK and VTPR. Moreover, such consortia provide a
welcome platform for the company specialist to meeting each
other (peer contact), which is a valuable and important
attribute in the current situation of shrinking expert groups in
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industry. The models developed by the mentioned consortia
are used worldwide for the synthesis and design of separation
processes and many further applications of industrial interest,
while DIPPR represents the industry standard for pure
component physical properties, which are critically evaluated.
5.5. Handbooks and Publications. Last but not least, a

continued transfer of knowledge is provided through
publications and handbooks. Several high impact journals
propose review papers that make it possible for a larger
community to have access to the latest developments in
thermodynamics and transport properties (Fluid Phase
Equilibria, Journal of Chemical and Engineering Data, Journal
of Physical Chemistry B, International Journal of Thermody-
namics, Journal of Chemical Thermodynamics, Journal of
Physical and Chemical Reference Data, etc.). The high cost of
subscribing to different journals may be an issue for general
public or private companies, but increasing care is given to
open access options and non-edited versions of these
documents are often available in open access archives. Very
interesting textbooks also exist that explain sometimes complex
topics at length and make them thus more easily accessible to
practicing engineers.27−30,105−108 Even though writing such
documents implies generally a very large investment of time
and resources by the author(s), such efforts should be highly
recommended as it adds to long-lasting and easily accessible
bank of information that is available both for teaching and for
applications. More recently, an initiative has appeared
proposing a guide for selecting models through a web
application.31

6. CONCLUSIONS
This document aims at sharing the views of the authors, who
are all members of the EFCE Working Party on Thermody-
namics and Transport Properties, on the big challenges that lie
ahead in their domain of activity. It arises in a response to the
recent survey carried out by the EFCE Working Party on
industrial needs in the area of applied thermodynamics.1 An
attempt to summarize the main messages is proposed in Figure
5.
The paper is organized so as to first put thermodynamics in

the context of the current drive to developing sustainable and
circular economy. This is illustrated in the left part of the figure
and in the first section of the paper. In the right part of the

figure, we discuss the answers that the engineering community
can offer to these societal challenges. We believe that applied
thermodynamics has a very important role to play in economic
transition to sustainable and circular economy by providing
models, tools, and data to the engineering community for
reducing the environmental impact of human activity while
maintaining a reasonable standard of living in our societies. In
other words, it remains of crucial importance that public and
private funds be invested, and that young bright and motivated
people choose a career path in the field of applied
thermodynamics. The link between applications and the
science of thermodynamics may not always be obvious to
recognize, but we have attempted in this paper to illustrate it
through some examples.
In the second and third section, we considered the issues

that have been revealed by a recent survey that was conducted
by the working party regarding property modeling and
experimental data. The outcomes of the survey indicate several
industrial needs that are not fully satisfied. We specifically
recommend that the future research should focus on complex
poly functional molecules (pharmaceuticals, bio-based materi-
als, surface active agents, etc.), polymers, and electrolytes as in
these areas the current approaches are not satisfactory. We also
highlighted the increasing capacity of molecular simulation not
only to help in understanding the different phenomena and
providing reliable data but also for designing models and
processes that rely on microscopic phenomena.
Reliable and accurate data play an essential role in any

further progress. Even though there have been great improve-
ments in our computational powers to generate data, the
importance of keeping high-quality experimental labs and
expertise is paramount. The overwhelming majority of models
used in industry is based on parameters that have been fitted to
experimental data and the lack of reliable data is enormous. We
provided a list of 10 points that summarizes in our opinion the
areas that need to be addressed.
We believe that future progress will necessarily require

collaborative efforts between academia, software vendors and
industry, and like to insist on the importance of allocating both
public and private funding for such endeavors. The funding
agencies should encourage close collaboration of the editors of
scientific journals with reviewers and researchers. Motivating
public funders is often found to be difficult because the applied

Figure 5. Main messages to remember from this paper.
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thermodynamics field is very transverse, technical, and long-
established. The latter implying to most funders that there are
no longer any problems worth solving. Private funders are
primarily concerned about their competitive interest and may
therefore not want to share the latest developments. We
strongly believe that applied thermodynamics plays a key role
and has a lot to offer both to companies and to society in
general. Employing experts in the field as well as participating
to joint efforts, are essential for innovations toward a more
sustainable future. There is a clear need for our community to
communicate this more successfully to policymakers, higher
management, and other funders.
In a final section, we have highlighted the importance of the

people. Attracting and educating young and enthusiastic
collaborators in this field is essential. Yet, probably even
more so is being able to collaborate with other domains. This
implies an open mind, but also tools that make it possible to
keep ahead of the latest developments. Several modes of
communicating about the new developments are presented.
We stressed in particular that successful communication goes
both ways. It is important that thermodynamic experts are
aware of the new challenges that industry faces, but it is equally
important that practicing chemical engineers know about the
strengths and limitations of their models and about the
innovations that may be of interest for their applications, not
only in the chemical industry but also in other areas ranging
from mining to medicine. Education and training are essential
in this respect.
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